Plenoptic cameras use arrays of micro-lenses to capture multiple views of the same scene in a single compound image. They enable refocusing on different planes and depth estimation. However, until now, all types of plenoptic computational imaging have been limited to visible light. We demonstrate an x-ray plenoptic microscope that uses a concentrating micro-capillary array instead of a micro-lens array and can simultaneously acquire from one hundred to one thousand x-ray projections of imaged volumes that are located in the focal spot region of the micro-capillary array. Hence, tomographic slices at various depths near the focal plane can be reconstructed in a way similar to tomosynthesis, but from a single x-ray exposure. The microscope enables depth-resolved imaging of small subvolumes in large samples and can be used for imaging of weakly absorbing artificial and biological objects by means of propagation phase-contrast.
Due to their large penetration depth and short wavelength, x-rays can be used to look deep inside matter at high spatial resolution. However, a single x-ray radiograph is a 2D projection of a 3D object. Therefore, some radiographs are too complex for analysis due to the overlap of shadows of features that are located at different depths of the sample. Threedimensional x-ray imaging with isotropic spatial resolution is possible using computed tomography (CT) 1-3 . A CT scan is realized by rotation of the sample or the x-ray source and the detector and via the collection of hundreds x-ray projections for various viewing angles in the full angular range of 180 • or 360 • . It is also possible to focus on slices of interest via limited-angle tomography. The reduction in the angular range enables the acceleration of imaging and the reduction of the radiation dose and yields high in-plane resolution at the expense of limited depth resolution 4 . For example, x-ray tomosynthesis is an important tool in medicine 5 , and x-ray laminography is implemented in the semiconductor industry 6 . The collection of a limited set of projections still requires angle-by-angle acquisition. Further acceleration of acquisition can be realized by using multi-source or scanning x-ray tubes, which are flashed sequentially 7 .
In recent works, a close relation between limited-angle cone-beam tomography and the so-called plenoptic or lightfield camera has been identified 8, 9 . A plenoptic camera captures both the intensity and direction of light-rays and uses arrays of micro-lenses to collect multiple views of the same scene in a single image [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Optical microscopy 15 and correlation imaging 16 with plenoptic cameras is also possible. Extension of plenoptic imaging to x-ray range is cumbersome and has not yet been presented. Despite the huge progress in x-ray optics development 2,17 , due to the very small and negative refractive index decrement 18 , 2D arrays of x-ray lenses are difficult to fabricate. However, the negative refractive index decrement enables the highly efficient guidance of x-rays inside glass micro-capillaries 19, 20 or capillary arrays 21 via total external reflections.
Polycapillary devices consist of hundreds of thousands of such thermally shaped microcapillaries and can collimate or a) Electronic mail: pawel.korecki@uj.edu.pl. focus x-rays 22, 23 . In our group, it was demonstrated 24 that polycapillary optics can be used for x-ray microlaminography using the coded aperture principle [25] [26] [27] . However, depth resolution was achieved by scanning the sample in both the lateral and axial directions and the main objective of single exposure 3D imaging has not been realized. Moreover, coded aperture approach has strong disadvantages, and the weak signalto-noise ratio made the imaging of weak features via phasecontrast impractical 28 . More recently, it was demonstrated that individual capillaries 29 (or even defects 30 ) inside a polycapillary optics can be used to generate an array of secondary quasi-point x-ray sources and to obtain replicated projections of planar objects that are placed at the focal plane in the socalled multipoint projection geometry. Here, by using multipoint projection we realize plenoptic x-ray microscopy, which enables single exposure depth-resolved imaging of sample subvolumes in the focal spot region of a polycapillary optics.
In the experimental setup [ Fig. 1(a) ], a collimating polycapillary optics is attached to an x-ray tube and generates a quasi-parallel x-ray beam. Here, we used an x-ray tube with a focal spot of 40 µm and a tungsten anode that generated a highly polychromatic spectrum (W L lines and bremsstrahlung) with a mean energy of ∼ 9 keV. A multipinhole mask selects a sparse array of micro-beams, which are focused with a second glass polycapillary element and form a structured x-ray field i.e. a short wavelength counterpart of a light-field 14 . In the experiment, this x-ray field was captured with a direct-detection hybrid pixel counting detector (Dectris Eiger2 R 500k with pixel pitch of 75 µm). While the concept of a plenoptic camera can be generalized to Fourier optics 14 , the basic principle relies on geometrical optics, which is wavelength-independent. Therefore, to illustrate the principle of an x-ray plenoptic microscope, we used a standard ray-tracing software (POV-Ray). An array of secondary spotlight sources that are generated at tips of capillaries illuminate a common focal point [ Fig. 1(b) ]. A 3D object is modelled as a stack of semi-transparent numbers (1, 2 and 3).
In the multi-point projection geometry, assuming a discrete array of equally intense point-sources at positions r i = (x i , y i ), the image in the detector at position R can be expressed as:
where m = ( f − D)/ f , D is the optics-to-detector distance, f is focal length of the optics, T is the transmission of a planar object that is located at a plane d = f +∆z, and G describes the angular distribution of radiation that is generated by the point sources and has an angular width of γ ∼ 2θ c , where θ c is the critical angle for the total external reflection. A more exact version of Eq.
(1) was discussed in Ref. 31 , and the description of the propagation phase-contrast signal was provided in Ref. 29 .
If the spacing p between the micro-sources is approximately equal to beam width at the focal plane w here, w ≈ 12 µm), all beams overlap at the focal plane but there is no overlap of the beams at the detector. In such a case, the image in the detector is equivalent to a set of truncated limited angle tomographic projections that are acquired in a single image. Reconstruction of tomographic slices at specified depth ∆z is possible via plenoptic reconstruction (P −1 ), which is based on a depth dependent affine transformation and is similar to refocusing procedures that are implemented in visible-light plenoptic cameras 12 . First, for each reconstruction slice at a plane d, an image that was generated by the i-th source was masked by a Gaussian function that is centered on mr i . Second, the experimental pattern was transformed or backprojected from the detector plane to the plane at z = d using an affine transform with the imwarp function in MATLAB's Image Processing Toolbox. The affine transformation was defined by the following augmented matrix:
The transformations for all i = 1..N beams were summed. Finally, a similar operation was performed for an image that was filled with ones, which was used for normalization. An optional bandpass filter could be applied to the final image for noise removal or background suppression. A schematic illustration of the transform is presented in Fig. 1(c,d) .
To test the accuracy and resolution of the plenoptic x-ray reconstruction, x-ray plenoptic imaging was performed on a planar resolution chart (JIMA-RT-02B) as shown in resolution is limited by the sizes of individual micro-sources (the capillary channel diameters). Note, that individual subimages are non-inverted for ∆z > 0 and inverted for ∆z < 0. This effect resembles the image formation in a standard plenoptic camera, which is based on micro-lens arrays 13 .
3D imaging was tested on a specially prepared object ( Fig. 3 ) (Multimedia view). A copper finder grid was attached to a kapton foil and 3 µm diameter latex spheres were deposited on both sides of the sample. By changing the distance of the object from the focal plane, one can trade-off between images with a larger field-of-view and images with a shallower depth-of-field and a higher resolution. In Fig. 3(e) , the depth-resolution or the effective slice thickness is large and the reconstructed image shows a projection over the whole sample thickness in the region near the X on the grid. The grainy image structure results from the latex spheres that are imaged and is due to propagation phase contrast 32, 33 , which is required for the imaging of light objects via sensitivity to changes of the real part of the refractive index 3 . A crucial prerequisite for measuring the phase contrast is a high degree of transverse spatial coherence of the incident beam, the requirements for chromatic coherence are much less stringent 34, 35 .
In plenoptic x-ray microscopy the partial coherence (∼ 1µm at the sample plane) is achievied via polychromatic irradiation by a set of mutually incoherent but partially coherent secondary sources that are produced at tips of individual capillaries, with sizes of ∼ 0.7 µm.
An important example of x-ray plenoptic image is presented in Fig. 3(f) . The sample was placed near the focal plane (the position of the sample's front surface ∆z 0 ∼ 0 µm). The plenoptic image contains multiple projections of nearly the same region of the grid that differ in terms of the viewing angle. The angular range of the projections is ∼ 6.5 • × 3.25 • . With the total flux in the beam of ∼ 10 5 photons/s, this plenoptic image was acquired in approx. 7200 seconds. The total number of projections generated by the capillary optics is around 1000 (see supplementary material). For highresolution imaging, the detector was placed far from the sample, which effectively reduced this number to ∼ 160. Use of a larger area detector will enable to capture the whole beam and to increase the maximum viewing angle. Based on image from Fig. 3(f) , we reconstructed slices of the object at various depths [ Fig. 3(g) ]. Spheres at the front and the back sides of the kapton foil can be easily distinguished. An isolated defect inside the kapton was also imaged. For spheres at the front side of the sample, the depth resolution is suffi- For a more precise determination of the depth resolution, Fig. 3 (h) shows a plenoptic slice in the depth direction. The reconstructed region has a shape determined by the waist of the x-ray beam. As in any angle-limited tomographic geometry, the depth resolution is much lower than the lateral resolution. The highest resolution is obtained in the focal spot region, i.e, in the depth-region of |∆z| w/α (here, approx. ±60 µm), where microbeams from all capillaries overlap. In the focal spot region, the depth of field (effective slice halfwidth) is still smaller than 10 µm as shown in Fig. 3(h) . The depth of field increases with ∆z. Therefore, individual layers of spheres at the back side are not resolved. Moreover, for larger ∆z, the limited depth-resolution is manifested as an elongation of all reconstructed features not along the z-axis (as for smaller ∆z), but along the illumination direction of individual capillaries, as shown in Fig. 3(h) . Also note that the phase contrast improves the depth resolution. In limited angle tomography, the depth resolution increases with the lateral frequency of the signal 24, 36 . The propagation-based phasecontrast signal is approximately proportional to the Laplacian of the phase, which enhances the high-frequency signal components and which leads to an edge enhancement effect 18, 37 .
To demonstrate that the plenoptic x-ray microscopy can be used to image details of complex biological samples at the cellular level we imaged an ivy leaf [Hedera helix, Fig. 4 ] (Multimedia view). An easy adaptation of the field of view and depth of field is especially useful in such a case. A larger area projection of the leaf near a secondary vein shows the complex structure of this sample: vascular bundles, druses (calcium oxalate crystal aggregates) 38, 39 and a trichome (leaf hair) 40 on the back side. Translation of the leaf towards the focal plane revealed additional details of the sample, e.g., the fine structure of the trichome [ Fig. 4(g) ] and the positions of druses inside hexagonal cells [ Fig. 4(h) ]. At the highest depth resolution, a single plenoptic image enables one to perform virtual paradermal sectioning. Details of druses, bundle fibers and a small fragment of the trichome are resolved in the depth direction as shown in Fig. 4(j) . The plenoptic image from Fig. 4 (i) was acquired in approx. 3600 seconds, and the radiation dose was estimated to < 10 kGy 41 .
In conclusion, we extended plenoptic imaging to the hard x-ray range. Due to the penetrating nature of x-rays, it is suited not only for depth estimation, but enable 3D imaging of opaque objects and has a potential of much higher lat-eral resolution. Due to the limited angular apertures of polycapillary devices, the depth resolution will be always much worse than the lateral resolution. Therefore, plenoptic xray imaging is well suited for focusing at particular slices or regions of 3D volumes, in a way similar to zonography 42 or tomosynthesis 43 . Future applications of plenoptic x-ray microscopy will require a combination of the plenoptic reconstruction with phase retrieval algorithms. For 2D data recorded in multi-point projection geometry 29 , a phase retrieval based on Paganin filter 44 was applied. For 3D imaging more advanced algorithms could be required 45, 46 . A more powerful x-ray source (a rotating anode 47, 48 , metal jet source 49 or a diamond hybrid anode x-ray tube 50 ) and a larger detector (up to 16M pixel) 51 could decrease the acquisition times by over an order of magnitude. Since the experimental setup is compatible with a parallel beam illumination [ Fig. 1(a) ], the use of synchrotron radiation would permit time-resolved single-shot studies 52, 53 . Developments in energy-resolved hybrid pixel detectors could also enable hyperspectral 3D chemical imaging 54 See the supplementary material for experimental details, sample preparation and discussion of the resolution.
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